Technology for people
with hearing loss.
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visualfy What we do.

What we do.
We create innovative technology for people with
hearing loss, and for companies and institutions
committed to accessibility.

Our products are created to empower deaf people, and
the society they are part of, supporting with technology
a real inclusion.
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visualfy Our algorithm.

Our algorithm.
We have developed an algorithm, unique of its kind,
based on artificial intelligence, able to recognize sounds
and translate them into visual alerts on any connected

device. We work each and every day to better it, and
to develop new products and exciting features that will
improve our user's day to day life.
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visualfy A social responsible company.

A social
responsible
company.
We are part of the international Bcorp movement. We believe in
another way of doing business, in generating a positive impact
on the environment and measuring success by social impact, not
just by economical indicators. We have been recognized as one
of the best companies for the world by Bcorp. We dedicate 0.7 %
of our profits to training courses for young deaf people in new
technologies. We believe that education and labor integration is
the key. We are a team of deaf and hearing people, because only
together we can create the world we imagine.
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visualfy Visualfy in the media.

Visualfy in the media.

What the media say about us.
Google our brand name for
find out more!
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visualfyhome What is Visualfy Home.

What is Visualfy
Home.
Visualfy Home is a sound recognition system devised for hard
of hearing people's homes. With only one system, it is able to
recognize sounds such as a doorbell, a telephone, an alarm clock,
a fire alarm or a baby crying, alerting the user through flashing
colours and vibrations ,which are totally customizable, on any
connected device.
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visualfyhome How it works.

SOUNDS

Smart Bulbs

Tablets
and Phones

Smart Tv´s

How it works.
Visualfy Home consists of a main unit (Hub) and three additional
sound detectors, to be distributed at the user's home, near the
sound sources.

Smartwatches

Vibrating
Pillows

The system is easily configured through the app and, once
installed, it recognizes the sounds and alerts the user
inmediately.
Alerts are fully customizable, and are received in the form
(colour, light, vibration...) and devices (detectors, smartphones,
smartwatch..) decided by the user.

New devices
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visualfyhome Differential value.

Differential value.

visualfy

Just one
system

other brands

Multiple
devices

Unlike other solutions that require buying and installing multiple devices,
Visualfy users can have their homes entirely adapted with a single
installation-free system, with ongoing sound and feature updates at no
additional cost.

visualfyhome Sounds and alerts

Available Sounds

Doorbell

Intercom

Kettle

Telephone

Baby crying

Fire Alarm

Alarm Clock

Fridge

Barking Dog

Microwave

Sounds and
alerts.
There are currently seven sounds available. We are
continuously developing new sounds and alerts. Users have
access to them for free, just by updating the app.

Next Sounds

Burglar
Alarm

Extractor
Hood
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visualfyhome Compatible devices.

Compatible
devices.
A wide range of compatible devices
to receive the alerts however you
want
When Visualfy Home detects a sound, it sends an alert to the
device chosen by the user, from the latest mobile phone to the
most innovative smart watch or smartband. That way, not only
does the hub light up, but the alerts can be adapted to the user
and move around as they do.
Android / iOs / Wear OS / Phillips Hue
We are continuously working on new integrations so the Visualfy
family of compatible devices keeps growing. Stay Tuned!

Smart bulbs

Tablets and
phones

Smart Tv´s

Smart
Watches

Vibrating
pillows
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visualfyapp The App.

The App.
Visualfy App translates environmental sounds into visual alerts
and vibration patterns.
Through Visualfy Mobile (free), users can turn their mobile
notifications into visual alerts, making their mobile phones more
accesible. **
Visualfy App is also used to configure Visualfy Home, a smart
home device that turns home sounds (doorbell, telephone, baby
crying, fire alarm…) into visual alerts. The user can personalize
the alerts, choose the devices he wants to receive the alerts
on, and invite other family members to join, so they do not miss
anything, in a simple and intuitive way.
Finally, Visualfy Places (free) is list of places, accesible for people
with hearing loss, near the user's location.

** Functionality only available for Android users.
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visualfyhospitality

Let´s Talk!

visualfy.com

